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Abstract 
 

In this work, DNA (de-oxy ribonucleic acid) sequences are transformed to binary sequences to explore 

the dissimilarities between different species. A mathematical approach has been reported and 

implemented to establish phylogenetic networks by using the concept of hamming distances on binary 

sequences to explore the evolutionary history of the species. A program is also coded in python language 

for the conversion of DNA sequences as well as to find the hamming distances among them. 
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1. Introduction 

Evolutionary studies have been of prime importance to life scientists since ancient times. The growth 

of genomic and evolutionary data in databases poses challenges to biologists to understand and analyze it [2, 

5]. Computer scientists and mathematicians needs to come forward and to develop some new theories and 

models to analyze the large amount of genomic data. A phylogenetic network is any graphical representation 

used to envision formative associations between characteristics, chromosomes, genomes, or species under 

consideration. They are used when reticulation events, for instance, hybridization, recombination, or quality 

duplication and adversity are acknowledged to be incorporated. They differentiate from phylogenetic trees 

by incorporating short paths (showing hybridizing or recombination events) among different nodes of the 

evolutionary tree. Many attempts have been reported in literature to generate such type of models and 

algorithms representing the evolutionary histories among different species [2-4, 6-8]. 

Information of a particular gene of every living cell of the organisms has been carried out by DNA 

sequences which are comprised of four nucleotides called Adenine, Thymine, Guanine and Cytosine [9]. 

With the complexity of biological data, it is the need of hour to develop the fast and efficient methods to 

explore the evolutionary relation among sequences generally represented by phylogenetic networks [5, 10]. 

In this work, a program has been coded in python language to convert biological sequences into 

binary sequences and then same set of binary sequences has been analyzed to find the hamming distances 

among them. Hamming distances among the sequences are then used to cluster the different species 

depending upon their distances. Finally, a phylogenetic network among biological species can be inferred by 

following the approach proposed which is fast and alignment free and applied over the DNA sequences of 

six organisms. 

2. Preliminaries 

Some of the basic concepts used in this study are discussed in subsections: 

 

2.1 De-oxy ribonucleic acid (DNA) 

De-oxy ribonucleic acid (DNA) is an atom which carries the directions, a life needs to grow, live and 

duplicate. These directions can be visulized inside each cell, and are passed down from ancestors to their 

offsprings. DNA is composed of particles called nucleotides and each nucleotide contains a phosphate 

gathering, a sugar gathering and a nitrogen base. The four kinds of nitrogen bases are adenine (A), guanine 
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(G), thymine (T), and cytosine (C) [9]. In line with DNA, ribonucleic acid (RNA) is also composed of four 

base pairs in which only thymine (T) is replaced by Uracil (U) [5, 9-10]. 

 

 

Figure 1: Chemical structure of DNA and RNA 

2.2 Graph  

 Let Z be a set of species (or taxas), then a graph is a well-ordered pair G = (V, E), where V, is a set 

of objects called nodes or vertices. Each node is either a species belonging to a set Z or an intermediate node 

belonging to V −Z and E is a set of edges shows the path among pair of vertices (species) [9].  

 

2.3 Path 

A succession of vertices ( 𝑣0 , 𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , . . . . , 𝑣𝑘 ) such that for all   𝑖 ,   ( 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖+1 ) ∈   𝐸  is called a 

path. 

 

2.4 Cycle 

A cycle is a path of vertices with 𝑘 >  2 ,   𝑣0  =     𝑣𝑘     and    𝑣𝑖  =     𝑣𝑗   for 𝑖 ≤  0 <  𝑘  [3, 5]. 

 

2.5 Connected Graph 

If every pair of vertices (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) ∈   𝑉  in G is connected by at least one path, then the graph is said to 

be connected, otherwise G is disconnected. 

 

2.6 Hamming Distance 

The total number of different positions in the alignment of two binary strings (sequences) of equal 

length is called hamming distance among them. It can also be found by using XOR gate on corresponding 

bits or equivalently [4, 9]. 

For instance, in the two binary sequences or strings: 

 P  →  0  1  0  0  1  0  1  1  0   

   Q  →  1  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0   

P XOR Q  →  1  0  0  1  1  1  1  0  0   

Hamming distance (HD) between these 9-bit strings is 5. 
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2.7 Phylogenetic Tree  

A phylogenetic or developmental tree is a diagrammatic portrayal of the transformative relationship 

among different taxa. The terms developmental tree, phylogenetic tree, and cladogram are regularly utilized 

reciprocally to mean something very similar - that is, the transformative connections among taxa. 

Given a set of taxa 𝑍 , a phylogenetic tree 𝑇 on 𝑍 is a connected graph with a single path between 

pair of nodes (species) with no loops. Any vertex in phylogenetic tree is called a leaf its degree  𝑑(𝑣)  =  1  

and all internal nodes have degree 𝑑(𝑣)  =  3 . 

 

2.8 Phylogenetic network 

Phylogenetic systems or networks can portray the connections among qualities, chromosomes, 

genomes, people, species or other taxa. An extension of phylogenetic tree with edge lengths and cycles is 

called a network. It is represented as a triplet (𝑉, 𝐸, 𝑙) , where 𝑙  is a function of edge lengths assigning real 

non-negative numbers to the edges [8, 9]. 

 
Figure 2: A Phylogenetic network with a single hybrid species B [1, 8] 

3. Methodology of Proposed Approach  

3.1 Conversion of DNA sequences to binary sequences 

For conversion, the  ′𝑛′  number of DNA sequences has been considered to find the evolutionary 

relationships between them. As these sequences are made up of four bases i.e. (A, C, G, T). The minimum 

number of bits required to convert these sequences to binary form is two [4, 9]. To convert the DNA 

sequences into binary form, a program has been coded in Python language.    

 

Algorithm 

Now, an algorithm to convert the DNA sequences into binary sequences has been proposed.  

 

 First store the DNA code sequences in any char-array variable say “a”.  

 

 Now using “replace” command replace all the A’s in the DNA code sequence by 00. 

 

 Similarly using “replace” command replace other DNA code sequence alphabets i.e. C, G and T by 01, 

10, 11 respectively.  


 Now the elements of variable “a” has been converted to digits.  

 

 

 Lastly print the variable “a”. 
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                Table 1: Nucleotides bases with their corresponding binary values 

S.No            Base Pair                Binary Value 

    1                     C                       01 

    2                     T                       11 

    3                     A                       00 

    4                     G                       10 

 

3.2 Complementary Sequence 

The binary form of the given sequences can be changed to its complementary form by swapping 0 by 

1 and 1 by 0 [9]. 

 

 

 

 For Example: 

                               Sequence          Binary Form 

  Original                A C G T             00 01 10 11 

  Complementary   T G C A              11 10 01 00 

 

After getting the binary strings of the species considered in the study, hamming distances presenting 

similarities/dissimilarities among them has been calculated which are then used to construct evolutionary 

tree and hence phylogenetic network will be established by clustering the species based on their similarities. 

The species having more similarity will be clustered first and vice versa. 

 

4. Results and discussions 

The result of the purposed approach has been discussed with the help of its implementation to a real set of 

biological sequences. 

 

Implementation of Proposed Approach to DNA sequences of six species 

To test the utility of hamming distance approach purposed above, the DNA sequences of equal lengths of 

exon-1 of the β-globin gene for 6 real life species has been considered which are already published by many 

researchers in their work. Table 2 shows the accession numbers and other details of sequences available in 

NCBI database.  

 

Table 2: ID Information for Exon-1 of β - globin gene of 6 species 

Species ID/ Accession Database Length 

Human    U01317    NCBI         92 

Lemur   M15734   NCBI     92 
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Rat   X06701   NCBI     92 

Rabbit   V00882   NCBI     92 

Opossum   J03643   NCBI     92 

Gallus  V00409   NCBI     92 

 

A program has been also coded in python language to get binary strings corresponding to their DNA 

sequences which are shown in Table 3. Following these binary sequences, hamming distances among them 

are obtained by the program and is presented in Table 4. 

After finding the hamming distances, we begin the construction of the connected graph that represents 

the phylogenetic network.  
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Table 3: Conversion of DNA sequences to Binary Sequences 

 

                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Label DNA Sequence Binary Sequence 

Human ATGGTGCACCTGACTCCTG

AGGAGAAGTCTGCCGTTAC

TGCCCTGTGGGGCAAGGTG

AACGTGGATGAAGTTGGTG

GTGAGGCCCTGGGCAG 

 

001110101110010001011110000111010111

100010100010000010110111100101101111

000111100101011110111010101001000010

101110000001101110100011100000101111

101011101011100010100101011110101001

0010 

Lemur ATGACTTTGCTGAGTGCTG

AGGAGAATGCTCATGTCAC

CTCTCTGTGGGGCAAGGTG

GATGTAGAGAAAGTTGGTG

GCGAGGCCTTGGGCAG 

 

001110000111111110011110001011100111

100010100010000011100111010011101101

000101110111011110111010101001000010

101110100011101100100010000000101111

101011101001100010100101111110101001

0010 

 

Rat ATGGTGCACCTAACTGATG

CTGAGAAGGCTACTGTTAG

TGGCCTGTGGGCAAAGGTG

AACCCTGATAATGTTGGCG

CTGAGGCCCTGGGCAG 

 

001110101110010001011100000111100011

100111100010000010100111000111101111

001011101001011110111010100100000010

101110000001010111100011000011101111

101001100111100010100101011110101001

0010 

 

Rabbit ATGGTGCATCTGTCCAGTG

AGGAGAAGTCTGCGGTCAC

TGCCCTGTGGGGCAAGGTC

AATGTGGAAGAAGTTGGTG

GTGAGGCCCTGGGCAG 

 

001110101110010011011110110101001011

100010100010000010110111100110101101

000111100101011110111010101001000010

101101000011101110100000100000101111

101011101011100010100101011110101001

0010 

 

Opossum ATGGTGCACTTGACTTCTG

AGGAGAAGAACTGCATCAC

TACCATCTGGTCTAAGGTG

CAGGTTGACCAGACTGGTG

GTGAGGCCCTTGGCAG 

 

001110101110010001111110000111110111

100010100010000010000001111001001101

000111000101001101111010110111000010

101110010010101111100001010010000111

101011101011100010100101011111101001

0010 

 

Gallus ATGGTGCACTGGACTGCTG

AGGAGAAGCAGCTCATCAC

CGGCCTCTGGGGCAAGGTC

AATGTGGCCGAATGTGGGG

CCGAAGCCCTGGCCAG 

001110101110010001111010000111100111

100010100010000010010010011101001101

000101101001011101111010101001000010

101101000011101110100101100000111011

101010100101100000100101011110100101

0010 
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                                          Table 4: Hamming distance (HD) among species 

   HD      Human              Lemur         Rat    Rabbit    Opossum      Gallus 

   Human      0    29                                                 26       15       30          31 

   Lemur       0     43     32      45     44 

   Rat       0    35      42     43 

   Rabbit        0      43     34 

   Opossum           0     37 

   Gallus           0 

 

The species having smallest distance among them can be clustered first and so on. When two species 

are joined together, one species having small decimal value of the binary string will be considered as parent 

and other with high decimal value as child. Based on hamming distances obtained in Table 4, different cases 

have been explored below: 

 

(1)  When HD = 15                                 

As the hamming distance 15 lies between the species human and rabbit and hence these species will be 

clustered (joined) first and human will be considered as parent of rabbit because, the decimal value of binary 

string of human is less than rabbit.  

 

Figure 3: One component of the graph (network) when HD = 15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2)   When HD = 26 

                                           Parent Child 

                                           Rat Human 
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Figure 4: One component of graph for HDs=26 represented by (b) and updated component of graph showing 

its ancestral relationship represented by (c). 

 

(3)   When HD = 29 

                                           Parent Child 

                                           Lemur Human 

 

 

Figure 5: One component of graph for HD = 29 represented by (d) and updated component of graph showing 

its ancestral relationship represented by (e). 

 

(4)    When HD = 30 

                                           Parent Child 

                                           Human Opossum 
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Figure 6: One component of graph for HDs=30 represented by (f) and updated component of graph showing 

its ancestral relationship represented by (g). 

 

(5)    When HD = 31 

                                           Parent Child 

                                           Human Gallus 

 
Figure 7: One component of graph for HDs=31 represented by (h) and updated component of       graph 

showing its ancestral relationship represented by (i). 

When all the species taken considered in the study are covered, then we can stop updating the graph and 

hence we got the final graph representing the concerned phylogenetic network among the species. So, the 

final network with hidden (called internal nodes) nodes and rooted nodes obtained in this work has been 

presented in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Phylogenetic network of all the input nodes (species) with rooted node and its ancestral 

relationships shown in (j). 

 

5. Conclusion 

In the proposed method, alignment of DNA sequences is not required to construct phylogenetic 

network among them. The limitation of this method is that it works only if the length of different DNA 

sequences is same. It works only on the extant (present) species instead of considering the ancestral ones but 

finds the evolutionary relationship among them and can be applied and extended to the larger dataset of 

sequences for wider applicability. It gives us the desired phylogenetic network based on the mathematical 

concept of hamming distances and can be very suitable and applicable to the biological community in future. 
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